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Analysis of the impact of organic cotton production on 
the livelihoods of involved farmers
üEconomic impact
üSocial impact (workload, health, etc.)
üEnvironmental impact (soil fertility)
Approach
üComparison between organic and conventional 
farms
















• 3 zones à 6 villages
• Sample: 53 organic / 
48 convent. Farmers
• conducted end 2008
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Economic impact (BF)
Cotton yields Gross margin





















(incl. 1st and 3rd quartile)
Conventional 











Produit brut Intrants Marge brutte
opérationnelles
x1'000 CFA / ha
Bio Conv.
Gross pu        Gross 







Workload for cotton Health conditions
• Organic farmers have 
a more positive 


































Man days / ha
Workload 
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% done by workers
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• Organic farmers perceive an 
improvement of soil fertility 
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Kyrgyzstan




• 3 zones à 7 villages
• Sample: 44 organic / 
33 conventional 
farmers
• Study on-going 











Conventional à 12% higher yields
(according to respondents, no measurements made)
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Perceived changes (KG)
Qualitative data à comparison between:
• Today and before conversion to organic farming 
• Today and 5 years ago (conventional farmers)
Cotton














Social impact (KG) - workload
Qualitative data
Workload Workload Overall workload














Social impact - health (KG)







Environmental impact (KG) - soils
Qualitative data
Soil Water holding






























































• Kyrgyzstan: current crisis of the 
conventional cotton sector 
à what is the impact on organic 
cotton?
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Thank you for your attention
